1. Think of an animal. Draw three.

2. Color your animals. Use three different colors.

3. Answer the question. Circle the colors.

What colors are they?

They're  green  pink  purple  orange
         red  white  blue  brown
         gray  yellow  beige  black
1. Color the pictures. Write.

1. They’re b___e
   butterflys.

2. They’re p___la___y___u___s.

3. They’re g___e___b___ds.

4. They’re pu___le
   tr___s.

5. They’re r_d
   squ___ls.
1. Color each car.

2. Write sentences about the pictures.

1. The men are in the __ __ __ __ car.
2. The women are in the __ __ __ car.
3. The boys are in the __ __ __ __ __ __ car.
4. The girls are in the __ __ __ __ __ car.